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a b s t r a c t
The problems of finding maximal and minimal equivalent representations for gapped
and non-gapped motifs as well as finding motifs that characterize a fixed set of
occurrence locations for a given string are studied. We apply two equivalence relations
on representations. The first one is the well-known occurrence-equivalence of motifs. The
second equivalence is introduced for patterns of occurrence locations, to characterize such
patterns bymotifs. For both equivalences, quadratic-time algorithms are given for finding a
maximal representative of an equivalence class. Finding aminimal representative is shown
to be NP-complete in both cases. For non-gapped motifs suffix-tree-based linear-time
algorithms are given for findingmaximal andminimal representatives. Maximal (minimal)
gapped motifs are composed of blocks that are maximal (minimal) non-gapped motifs,
maximal and minimal non-gapped motifs thus making up a small basis for all motifs. The
implied bound on the number of gapped motifs that have a fixed number of non-gapped
blocks is also given.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A gapped pattern is a string of symbols consisting of regular alphabet symbols and of joker (‘don’t care’) symbols. A
regular symbol a matches only a itself while the joker symbol represents a gap as it matches any alphabet symbol. Given
a string S of regular symbols, we are interested in some structural properties of gapped and non-gapped patterns, called
the motifs of S, that occur in S repeatedly. Such questions are of interest from the point of view of better understanding
of various forms of repetitions in strings. The applications in the analysis of DNA and other molecular biological sequences
are also important. For example, motifs can be used for modeling different putative gene regulatory elements in DNA. Or
assume that some locations of a biological sequence are known to emit some signal. What are then the putative sequence
motifs that could be the carriers of the signal? To understand the conservation of motifs in evolution, exploring different
variants of equivalent representations is also of interest.
We will study some basic questions of maximal and minimal representatives of equivalent motifs. If the joker is not
allowed, the situation becomes relatively simple, as we have the widely studied case of non-gapped motifs. Such motifs
must be contiguous substrings of S, and hence their number is always at most quadratic in the length of S. The suffix-tree
of S is a powerful tool that can be used for finding and completely enumerating and indexing the substring motifs and their
occurrences in S. Substring motifs and their occurrence lists have a nested structure that the suffix-tree of S represents in
a compact form. A full substring motif index for S can be constructed in time that is linear in the length of S, simply by
constructing the suffix-tree of S using well-known linear-time algorithms.
I A preliminary version appeared as [E. Ukkonen, Structural analysis of gappedmotifs of a string, in: Proc. MFCS 2007, in: LNCS vol. 4708, Springer, 2007,
pp. 681–690].
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Unfortunately, the number of differentmotifs becomes essentially largerwhen themotifsmay contain gaps. For example,
string ambam has Ω(2m) different gapped motifs [14]. Therefore efficient enumeration and indexing of the occurrences of
the motifs seems much more difficult for gapped motifs than for non-gapped ones. An interesting line of attack has been to
construct small bases of motifs that generate the full set [10,2,13,14]. Algorithms for extracting and listing different families
of gapped motifs have also been developed, for example, in [11,3,4,12].
In this paper we study certain problems of classifying and discovering gapped and non-gapped motifs. Our first basic
question is: Given a pattern P , find themaximal andminimalmotifs of S that are equivalent to P . The equivalence relationwe
use here is the occurrence-equivalence: Two (gapped or non-gapped) motifs of S are occurrence-equivalent if they have the
same pattern of occurrences in S, meaning that the occurrence locations of one motif differ from the occurrence locations of
the othermotif by a constant shift. The representative of an occurrence-equivalence class that has largest possible number of
regular symbols (the maximal motif) can be found in O(|S|2) time using an alignment merging algorithm from [13,3,12,14].
In Section 3, we reformulate this algorithm and show that finding a minimal representative is NP-complete and give an
approximation algorithm.
Our second basic question is: Given a set of occurrence locations in S, what is the motif that best characterizes those
locations and what are the other (maximal and minimal) location sets that possibly have the same characteristic motif?
In Section 4 we define two sets of occurrence locations of S to be motif-equivalent if they have the same generated
(characteristic) motif. The alignment merging algorithm finds the generated motif. Finding a largest motif-equivalent
occurrence location set is shown to be quadratic-time solvable while finding a smallest set is proved to be NP-complete.
For non-gappedmotifs it is shown in Section 5 how a suffix-tree can be used for findingmaximal (similar result appeared
in [8]) andminimal non-gapped representations in linear time. We also point out that a maximal gappedmotif is composed
of blocks, that by themselves are maximal non-gappedmotifs. Hence, in this sense, the maximal substring motifs constitute
a small basis of all gapped motifs. The maximal substring motifs correspond to some internal nodes of the suffix-tree for
whichwe give an exact characterization complementing the related characterizations in [8,6]. Similarly, theminimal gapped
motifs are composed of blocks, that by themselves are minimal substring motifs. The minimal substring motifs correspond
to some internal edges of the suffix-tree which we again characterize. This finally leads to an upper bound for the number
of different classes of motifs whose maximal or minimal representative has a fixed number of non-gapped blocks.
We assume that the reader is familiar with basic string matching techniques (see, e.g., [5,8]) such as the Aho–Corasick
algorithm, suffix-tree techniques, and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based algorithm for string matching with don’t cares
in O(n log n) time [7].
2. Patterns and motifs with and without gaps
A gapped pattern (a pattern, for short) P is a string of symbols consisting of regular alphabet symbols and of joker (also
called don’t care) symbols. Denoting the regular alphabet by Σ and the joker by ?, ? 6∈ Σ , a pattern is a string in alphabet
Σ ∪ {?}. We additionally require that a pattern is either empty or its first and last symbols are fromΣ . Hence a pattern P is
a string inΣ∗∪Σ+({?}+Σ+)+. Any regular symbol a ∈ Σ of P matches only a itself while ?matches any symbol. A pattern
with no joker symbols is called a non-gapped pattern or a substring pattern.
For any symbols a, b ∈ Σ ∪{?}, we write a  b if a = b or a = {?}. This relation is extended to patterns by writing x  y
for any two patterns x = x1 . . . xr and y = y1 . . . ys, where r ≤ s, if x occurs in y, that is, if there is i, 1 ≤ i ≤ s− r + 1, such
that xj  y(i−1)+j for j = 1, . . . , r . Then we also say that y contains x. Relation is a partial order of the patterns.
Let then P = p1p2 . . . pm be a pattern and S = s1s2 . . . sn a string (whose length we always denote by n) overΣ . Pattern
P occurs at location i in S, if pj = s(i−1)+j for all j = 1, . . . ,m such that pj 6= ?, that is, if P  si · · · si+m−1. The list of all
occurrence locations of P in S is denoted L(P) = (l1, . . . , lk), where l1 < · · · < lk are the occurrence locations. Pattern P is
called amotif of S if it occurs in S repeatedly. We use throughout the mildest possible repetitiveness constraint by requiring
that to be a motif, P has to occur at least two times in S. Hence pattern P is a motif if and only if |L(P)| ≥ 2.
While the number of different substring motifs of S is obviously O(|S|2), the number of different gapped motifs can be
much higher. A well-known example from Pisanti et al. [14] is S = AmBAm. Any pattern P ∈ A(A ∪ ?)m−2A is a motif of this
S. There are 2m−2 such motifs.
Given pattern P of length m and string S of length n, a basic task is to find all occurrences of P in S. Here we can utilize
the structure of P . Obviously, any pattern P is composed of alternating blocks of regular symbols and joker symbols ?, i.e., P
can uniquely be written as
P = A1J1A2 · · · Jk−1Ak (1)
where each solid block Ai is inΣ+ and each joker block Ji is in {?}+. For example, pattern AAB?A??BB has solid blocks AAB,
A, and BB.
For completeness, we sketch three alternative algorithms for finding the occurrences of P , all based on well-known
techniques. The basic on-line algorithmbuilds an Aho–Corasick automaton for the solid blocks Ai and finds their occurrences
in S using the automaton. A subsequent scan over the occurrences finds the locations where A1, A2, . . . , Ak occur at the
distances as given by P . All this takes time O(kn), where k is the number of solid blocks (Proposition 3 of [14]).
Another possibility is to build a suffix-tree or a suffix-array for S, to find for each Ai the list L(Ai) of its occurrences in
S, and to build the occurrence list for P by constructing the intersection ∩i(L(Ai) − di), where (L(Ai) − di) is the list L(Ai)
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shifted to the left by the amount di, where di is the distance between the first symbol of A1 and the first symbol of Ai in P .
The intersection can be constructed in time O(
∑
i |L(Ai)|), which is always O(kn) but can in the best case be much less. For
example, if the lists L(Ai) are disjoint (which is easy to test from the suffix-tree of S) then the time requirement becomes
O(n).
The third possibility is to find the occurrences of P in time O(n log n) using the FFT algorithm for pattern matching with
don’t cares [7].
3. Occurrence-equivalent gapped motifs
The equivalence concept to be presented in this section captures what is invariant of motifs that occur similarly.
Definition 1. Any two motifs A and B of S are occurrence-equivalent, denoted A ∼o(S) B, if the pattern of their occurrences
in S is the same. That is, A ∼o(S) B if L(A) = L(B)+ d for some constant d, where L(A) and L(B) are the sets of the occurrence
locations of A and B in S.
Clearly,∼o(S) is really an equivalence relation (i.e., the relation is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive).
For example, string S = HATTIVATTI1 has occurrence-equivalent motifs T?I and A?T as L(T?I) = {3, 8} and
L(A?T) = {2, 7} = L(T?I)− 1.
Let us define a translation representation τ(L(P)) for the list L(P) of the occurrences of motif P as follows. Assume
that L(P) = (l1, l2, . . . , lk), where the locations li are given in increasing order li < li+1. Then we define τ(L(P)) =
(l2 − l1, l3 − l1, . . . , lk − l1).
It should be obvious that
A ∼o(S) B iff τ(L(A)) = τ(L(B)).
Translation representation is translation-invariant, i.e., it does not change if the locations li are translated as li + d by some
constant d.
Proposition 1. Given gapped patterns A and B, one can test whether or not A ∼o(S) B in time O(kn) or O(n log n) where k is the
total number of solid blocks of A and B.
Proof. Using the methods of the previous section, find the lists L(A) and L(B), in sorted order. This takes time O(kn) or
O(n log n). Then test in time O(n) if the corresponding elements of the two lists differ by the same constant (or construct
τ(L(A)) and τ(L(B)) and test if τ(L(A)) = τ(L(B))). 
The content of a pattern or amotif P is defined as the number of its non-joker symbols. For example, AA??A?A has content
4.
Definition 2. Motif P is a maximal motif of S if P has the largest content among the motifs that belong to the equivalence
class of P in the occurrence-equivalence∼o(S).
Motif P is aminimal motif of S if P has the smallest content among the motifs that belong to the equivalence class of P in the
occurrence-equivalence∼o(S).
For string S = HATTIVATTIHHT, we have ATTI??T ∼o(S) ATTI ∼o(S) I ∼o(S) A, where ATTI??T is the maximal motif
and I and A are minimal motifs.
This example shows that an equivalence class can have several minimal motifs. On the other hand, an occurrence-
equivalence class has a unique maximal motif; otherwise one could join two separate maximal motifs to get a motif with
larger content. Namely, let x and y be two different equivalent maximal motifs. Let d be the difference between their
occurrences in S. Then construct a joint motif z such that
zi =
{xi if 1 ≤ i ≤ d
max{xi, yi−d} if d− 1 ≤ i ≤ |x|
yi−d if |x| + 1 ≤ i ≤ |y| + d
Then z is equivalent with x and y but has properly more regular symbols. A similar argument shows that if y is the maximal
motif of an equivalence class then x  y for all motifs x in the same class.
We have obtained the following.
Theorem 1. Each occurrence-equivalence class of motifs of S has a unique maximal motif. The maximal motif is also the greatest
element of the equivalence class under the partial order.
Note, however, that a minimal motif v of the occurrence-equivalence class of a motif x may be such that v 6 x. For
example, if S = AABAAB and x = AA then v = B.
It is not difficult to see that our concept of a maximal motif coincides with that of [14] although the definitions differ
technically. Occurrence-equivalence was used in [3,12] to introduce maximal motifs.
1 Hattivattis (English: hattifatteners) are strange creatures who travel in concerted, ominous groups: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moomin, en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Hattifattener.
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3.1. Maximal gapped motif construction by alignment merging
The maximal occurrence-equivalent motif for a given motif can be constructed using a technique based on merging
multiple self-alignments of S. We next describe this procedure, which is essentially the same as the extendedMerge of [14].
A self-alignment of S with respect to translations I = (d1, . . . , dk), d1 < · · · < dk, is formed by taking k + 1 copies of
S and translating them such that the locations 1, 1+ d1, . . . , 1+ dk of copies 1, 2, . . . , k+ 1, respectively, become on top
of each other. With respect to the first copy, the second copy is translated d1 units to the left and so on, such that the last
copy is translated dk units to the left. The aligned symbols of different copies are called the columns of the self-alignment.
For example, the column of the first symbol s1 of the first copy contains s1, s1+d1 , . . . , s1+dk . The motif construction inspects
the full columns that are the columns intersecting all copies. Obviously, the full columns are the columns for the symbols
s1, s2, . . . , sn−dk of the first copy.
A quadratic-time algorithm for constructing the maximal occurrence-equivalent motifM(P) for a given pattern P builds
a self-alignment of S = s1s2 . . . sn with respect to all occurrences of P , and then reads themaximal equivalent motifM(P) by
expanding P on locations where the aligned strings agree on full columns, by padding the non-agreeing locations by joker
symbols, and finally by removing the leading and trailing jokers. As the occurrences of P are aligned, the resulting motif
must contain P .
To illustrate this construction ofM(P), let S = HATTIVAHATTIVHTTTIVAT and P = T??V. Then L(P) = {3, 10, 16}, and
hence τ(L(P)) = (7, 13). The self-alignment becomes as follows (the first three lines of the diagram), with the consensus of
the full columns shown as the fourth line:
HATTIVAHATTIVHTTTIVAT
HATTIVAHATTIVHTTTIVAT
HATTIVAHATTIVHTTTIVAT
H?TTIV??
Removing the leading and trailing jokers from the consensus givesM(T??V) = H?TTIV.
More formally, the Alignment Merging Algorithm is as follows.
1. Find the occurrences L(P) of P in S. If |L(P)| < 2, stop as P is not a motif of S.
2. Let τ(L(P)) = (d1, d2, . . . , dk) be the translation representation of L(P).
3. Self-align S with respect to τ(L(P)) and build from the full columns of the self-alignment a consensus motif C =
c1 · · · cn−dk , where for i = 1, . . . , n− dk, the symbol ci is defined as
ci =
{
si if si = si+d1 = · · · = si+dk
? otherwise
4. The maximal motifM(P),M(P) ∼o(S) P , is the motif obtained from the consensus C by removing the leading and trailing
joker symbols ?, to get a syntactically correct motif.
By the construction, τ(L(M(P))) = τ(L(P)) andM(P) has the largest possible content; henceM(P) ∼o(S) P . Step 1 takes
time O(kn) = O(n2), where k = |L(P)|. Step 2 takes time O(k), and Step 3 time O(kn). Step 4 needs O(n), and the total time
hence becomes O(kn) = O(n2).
Summarized, we have the following; cf. Lemma 4 of [3].
Proposition 2. Given a gapped pattern P, the occurrence-equivalent maximal motif M(P) of S can be constructed in time
O(|L(P)|n) = O(n2).
While the equivalence classification of∼o(S) reduces the number of essentially different motifs, their number can still be
high. The reader may verify that the bad example AmBAm is still bad as the number of equivalence classes (or equivalently,
the number of different maximal motifs) is>2m−2. Hence the occurrence-equivalence does not suggest an apparent way of
constructing a small index for the motifs.
3.2. Finding minimal gapped motifs is NP-hard
We next show that to find an occurrence-equivalent motif with smallest content for a given motif is hard:
Theorem 2. The problem of finding an occurrence-equivalent minimal gapped motif for a given gapped motif of a binary string
S is NP-complete.
Proof. We reduce the NP-hard Set Cover problem to the following decision version of our problem.
Minimal Gapped Motif: Given a string S, a gapped motif P of S and an integer κ , has S a motif P ′, P ′ ∼o(S) P , such that the
content of P ′ is≤κ?
Let (U, {C1, . . . , Ck}, K) be an instance of Set Cover, where each Cj is a subset of the basic set U = {1, . . . , t} and K is an
integer. The problem is to decide whether or not there are K sets among {C1, . . . , Ck} such that their union equals U .
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This instance is transformed into an instance of a Minimal Gapped Motif as follows. String S is of the form S =
B0B1 . . . BtBt+1, where the t + 2 blocks Bi are strings of length k. The block Bi = bi1 · · · bik, 1 ≤ i ≤ t , tells which sets
Cj cover the element i ∈ U:
bij =
{
0 if i ∈ Cj
j if i ∈ U \ Cj
Moreover, the extra blocks B0 and Bt+1 are defined as B0 = Bt+1 = 12 · · · k. We may assume that each i ∈ U belongs to
some Cj; hence blocks Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ t , differ from blocks B0 and Bt+1.
Claim. Collection {Cj1 , . . . , Cjs}, where j1 < · · · < js is a cover of U if and only if motif Q = j1?j2−j1−1j2?j3−j2−1 · · · ?js−js−1−1js,
is occurrence-equivalent with motif P = 12 · · · k of S.
Proof of Claim. Only if: First note that P and Q are really motifs of S: they occur in B0 and Bt+1, P occurs at location 1 and Q
at location j1 of the two blocks. These location sets are equivalent. As motif P does not occur elsewhere, to show P ∼o(S) Q
it therefore suffices to prove that Q does not occur somewhere else in S. To derive a contradiction, assume Q has such an
extra occurrence. Then Q must occur at location j1 of some Bi, i 6= 0, i 6= t + 1. Hence bij = j for j = j1, . . . , js. This means,
by the construction of the block Bi, that the element i of U does not belong to Cj for j = j1, . . . , js. But then the collection
{Cj1 , . . . , Cjs} does not cover the element i, and hence not U , contradicting our assumption.
If: Assume P ∼o(S) Q . Then no block Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ t , has an occurrence of Q , meaning that none of these blocks contains all
of j1, . . . , js. Hence bij = 0 for some j = j1, . . . , js, which means by the construction of S that i ∈ Cj for some j = j1, . . . , js;
that is, {Cj1 , . . . , Cjs} is a cover of U . This completes the proof of Claim.
NP-hardness of theMinimal Gapped Motif now follows from Claim and from the fact that all motifs that are equivalent
to P must be of the form ofQ : there is a cover of size≤K if and only if there isQ ,Q ∼o(S) P , with content≤K . As theMinimal
Gapped Motif clearly is in NP, Theorem 2 follows for strings S in an unlimited alphabet.
However, the reduction to the Minimal Gapped Motif can be modified such that it uses a binary alphabet. To this end
encode in the construction of S, P , and Q each symbol ‘‘0’’ by ‘‘00’’, each symbol 6= ‘‘0’’ by ‘‘01’’, and add at the end of each
block a separator string ‘‘011’’. Add the separator ‘‘011’’ also at the end of motif P . In motif Q , also replace each ‘‘?’’ by ‘‘0?’’
and add to the end the string ‘‘(0?)k−js011’’ in which ‘‘0?’’ is repeated k− js times. Checking that the required properties are
valid in the binary case is left to the reader. 
The proof of Theorem 2 uncovers the relationship between the motifs and the set cover problem. This can be utilized
further to devise an approximation algorithm for the NP-complete minimal gapped motif problem as follows.
To construct an approximate shortest occurrence-equivalent motif for a given motif P , we first construct by alignment
merging themaximalmotifQ that is occurrence-equivalent to P . Thenweknow that theminimalmotifmust be a submotif of
Q . LetQ = q1 · · · qm, and letpi be the set of indices i such that qi 6= ?. As L(Q ) = ∩i∈pi (L(qi)−(i−1)), the non-joker symbols of
theminimal equivalent pattern are given by the smallest subsetpi ′ ⊆ pi such that L(Q ) = ∩i∈pi ′(L(qi)−(i−1)). But denoting
U = {1, . . . , n}\L(Q ), this is the same as asking for smallestpi ′ ⊆ pi such thatU = ∪i∈pi ′(U \(L(qi)−(i−1)). Hencewe have
an instance of the set cover problemwhose basic set isU and the collection of the covering sets is {U \(L(qi)−(i−1))|i ∈ pi}.
This can be solved using the standard greedy heuristics, which has a performance guarantee such that it finds a pi ′ which is
larger than the minimum at most by size-ratio of ln |U| ≤ ln n.
4. Motif-equivalent self-alignments
In Section 3 we constructed maximal and minimal motifs under equivalence ∼o(S) starting from a given motif P . The
multiple self-alignment of S that aligns all occurrences of P was used as a technical tool in the alignment merging algorithm
of Proposition 2. In this section we adopt a dual view and start from a given set of locations in S, without knowing any
associated motif. An obvious candidate for such a motif is the motif that is generated by the self-alignment of the locations.
An equivalence for self-alignments will be introduced such that the classes of this equivalence correspond to the generated
motifs, and hence are in one-to-one correspondence with the classes of∼o(S).
Let I = (d1, . . . , dk), d1 < · · · < dk, be the translation representation of some locations of S. The consensus defined by the
multiple self-alignment of S that is represented by I is – as already defined in the previous section – string C = c1 . . . cn−dk
where for i = 1, . . . , n− dk:
ci =
{
si if si = si+d1 = · · · = si+dk
? otherwise
By removing from the consensus C the possible?’s before the first and after the last regular symbol, we obtain amotif (which
may also be the empty string).
So we have essentially applied the Alignment Merging Algorithm of Section 3.1 to get a motif that captures the common
features of the locations we started from. We denote the obtained motif by µ(I). It is easy to see that a non-empty µ(I) is
a maximal motif of equivalence∼o(S) (as also stated in Lemma 5 of [14]) but it may have more occurrences than just those
that give I , i.e., it only characterizes a class of translation representations.
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Definition 3. Translation representations I and I ′ aremotif-equivalent in S, denoted I ∼m(S) I ′, if µ(I) = µ(I ′).
Again, obviously,∼m(S) is an equivalence relation.
As an example, for string ABAACADDDABA and for representations I = (3) and I ′ = (6) we have I ∼m(S) I ′ as
µ(I) = µ(I ′) = A?A. Moreover, the largest translation representation that gives motif A?A is (3, 9).
Note that the classes of the equivalences ∼o(S) and ∼m(S) correspond to each other one-to-one via the maximal motifs:
each maximal motif P has a unique occurrence-equivalence class {P ′ | P ′ ∼o(S) P} and a unique motif-equivalence class
{I | µ(I) = P}.
Definition 4. A translation representation I is maximal if it is a largest element of its class in the motif-equivalence ∼m(S),
and I isminimal if it is a smallest element in its class.
The maximal element of a motif-equivalence class aligns all the occurrences of the corresponding maximal motif, and
hence is unique. The example after Definition 3 shows that there can be several different minimal elements.
Theorem 3. (a) A translation representation has a unique motif-equivalent maximal representation, and this representation can
be found in time O(n2);
(b) The problem of finding a minimal motif-equivalent translation representation for a given translation representation is NP-
complete for binary strings S.
Proof. (a) Construct in time O(n2) the motif µ(I). Then find L(µ(I)) in time O(n2), and finally construct the translation
representation τ(L(µ(I))). Obviously τ(L(µ(I))) is maximal, otherwise L(µ(I)) should be larger.
(b) The membership in NP is clear. The hardness is shown again by reducing Set Cover to the following decision version of
our problem: Given a string S, a translation representation I of some locations of S, and a constant κ , is there a translation
representation I ′ such that I ′ ∼m(S) I and |I ′| ≤ κ?
Let (U, {C1, . . . , Ck}, K) be an instance of Set Cover, where U = {1, 2, . . . , t}, each Cj ⊆ U , and K is an integer. Build
a string S = #B0#B1# · · ·#Bk#Bk+1, where each block Bi = bi1 · · · bi,t is a string of length t and symbol # is a separator.
Blocks B0 and Bk+1 are special blocks defined as b0j = bk+1,j = 0 for all j = 1, . . . , t . The remaining blocks Bi are bit-vector
representations of sets Ci, defined as
bij =
{
1 if j ∈ Ci
0 if j ∈ U \ Ci
The translation representation I is I = (t + 1, 2(t + 1), . . . , (k+ 1)(t + 1)), which aligns all blocks Bi on top of each other.
Thenµ(I) is the motif # as # is the only regular symbol left to the consensus of the alignment; with no loss of generality we
assumed here that each j ∈ U belongs to some Ci.
To prove the NP-hardness one has still to verify that the set cover instance has a solution of size ≤K if and only if there
is a translation representation I ′, I ′ ∼m(S) I , such that |I ′| ≤ K + 1. But this is immediate as the solutions of our set cover
instance and the translation representations I ′ such that I ′ ∼m(S) I are in one-to-one correspondence as follows: For a given
set cover solution {Ci | i ∈ T }, the corresponding I ′ contains all elements i(t + 1), where i ∈ T , and the additional element
(k+ 1)(t + 1)which is needed to get only one # inµ(I ′). Then |I ′| = |T | + 1. Similarly, for a given I ′ such that I ′ ∼m(S) I , the
corresponding set cover contains each set Ci such that i(t + 1) is in I ′, i 6= k+ 1. As again I ′ must also contain (k+ 1)(t + 1),
we have that the size of the cover is |T | − 1.
This proves NP-hardness when S is in an alphabet of size 3. By replacing the symbol # by the binary string 01t+10 we
obtain a binary variant for which the above proof is still valid. 
Testing whether or not S has motifs with large content and many occurrences is known to be hard [9]. However, if we
do not pose constraints on the number of occurrences, then the motif with largest content can be found quickly. In fact, let
I ⊆ I ′ be translation representations. Then the motif µ(I ′) is a submotif of µ(I), and the content of µ(I ′) is ≤ the content
of µ(I). To find a motif with largest content it therefore suffices to consider representations I with only one element, i.e., to
consider Id = (d) for d = 1, . . . , n− 1.
The motif µ(Id) has a solid symbol on locations where the two copies of S, when shifted by dwith respect to each other,
match. Hence to find a motif with largest content we have to count the matching symbols for each possible d, and take the
maximum. Let
C(d) = |{ i | si = si+d and 1 ≤ i ≤ n− d}|
be thematch count of Id.
Theorem 4. The motif of S with largest content has maxd C(d) solid symbols, and such a motif can be constructed in time
O(n log n).
Proof. The construction directly from the definition of C(d) would take O(n2) time. However, match counts C(d) can also
be evaluated in time O(n log n) using FFT (see, e.g., [8]). 
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5. Maximal and minimal substring motifs
In this section we complement the study of gapped motifs with some observations on extreme representations of the
non-gapped, i.e., substring motifs. We also book a simple property of the blocks of gapped motifs which will give an upper
bound for the number of maximal gapped motifs, parameterized with the number of its non-gapped blocks.
A non-gapped pattern P , also called a substring pattern, is a pattern that does not contain any jokers, i.e., P is a string in
Σ∗. The occurrence-equivalence∼o(S) generalizes immediately for substring motifs.
Definition 5. Any two substring motifs A and B of S are occurrence-equivalent, denoted A ∼o(S) B, if the pattern of their
occurrences in S is the same. That is, A ∼o(S) B if L(A) = L(B) + d for some constant d, where L(A) and L(B) are the sets of
the occurrence locations of A and B in S.
The concepts of maximality and minimality now have two interesting cases.
Definition 6. A substring motif P is length-maximal (length-minimal) if it has largest (smallest) content in its occurrence-
equivalence class of substring motifs. A substring motif P is-maximal if whenever P  Q for some substring motif Q such
that P ∼o(S) Q , then P = Q , and P is -minimal if whenever Q  P for some substring motif Q such that P ∼o(S) Q , then
P = Q .
Note that a length-maximal substring motif is also -maximal and a length-minimal substring motif is -minimal.
Moreover, it is easy to verify that the-maximal motifs are the same as themaximal repeats as defined (in a different way)
by Gusfield [8]. The maximality notion in [1] is for motifs that have exactly the same occurrence locations, i.e., maximality
‘to the right’.
As an example, consider string S = AAABCCAAADCCB. The maximal gapped motifs of this S are AAA?CC, AA??C, A, and
B. Its length-maximal substring motifs are AAA, AA, A, and B, and its -maximal substring motifs are AAA, CC, AA, C, A,
and B. Substring motif AAA is occurrence-equivalent with CC, and AA is occurrence-equivalent with C. Hence we see that
an occurrence-equivalence class of substring motifs may have several -maximal substring motifs. The same is true for
length-maximality (remove the first A from our S to get an example of this), which means that Theorem 1 is not valid for
our two maximality notions for substring motifs; see, however, Theorem 5 below.
Moreover, some occurrence-equivalence classes have only gapped motifs. In fact, most classes must be of this type as
the number the classes may be exponential in |S| (recall the bad example) while the number of the length-maximal and
-maximal substring motifs is only O(|S|) (see below) which hence is an upper bound for the number of classes containing
substringmotifs. For example, the string ABACA has gappedmotif A?Awhich is the onlymotif in its occurrence-equivalence
class.
We consider next the problem of finding for a given substring motif P all -maximal equivalent substring motifs >(P)
that contain P and all-minimal equivalent substring motifs⊥(P) that are contained by P .
First we note that Theorem 1 holds true for substring motifs in the following form:
Theorem 5. Any substring motif P of S has a unique-maximal motif>(P) such that P  >(P) and P ∼o(S) >(P).
Proof. If>(P) is not unique, there are two candidates, Q and Q ′, for such a motif. As both must contain P as a substring and
both have occurrences equivalent to those of P , motifs Q and Q ′ can be joined into an occurrence-equivalent new substring
motif that is properly longer than either of them and contains P as a substring. But this contradicts the -maximality of Q
and Q ′. 
It turns out that maximal and minimal substring motifs can be found in time O(|S|) using suffix-tree techniques. The
algorithm utilizes the suffix-tree T (S) of S as follows. Recall that T (S) is the compacted trie that represents all suffixes of S$
where $ ∈ Σ is an endmarker [8,5].We introduce here some notational tools for suffix-trees but omit giving full definitions.
For any node X of T (S), X ∈ Σ∗ denotes the string spelled out by the path from the root to X . For any substringmotif x ∈ Σ∗,
we let v(x) denote the node of T (S) such that v(x) = xα and string α is the shortest possible; so α is the shortest extension
of x needed to reach a node of T (S). Note that v(x) has to be an internal node as x is a motif and hence has at least two
occurrences in S. Moreover, x ∼o(S) v(x).
The so-called suffix links are important tools in the linear-time suffix-tree construction as well as in many applications of
suffix-trees: there is a suffix-link from node Y to X iff Y = aX for some a ∈ Σ .
A suffix-link from node Y to node X in T (S) is called a constant-degree suffix-link if the subtrees of X and Y have the same
degree, i.e., they have the same number of leaves. In this case, noting the definition of suffix-link, the motifs X and Y are
occurrence-equivalent as they have the same number of occurrence locations that only differ by a one unit shift.
Then let X0, . . . , Xk be a path of nodes such that there is a constant-degree suffix-link from Xi−1 to Xi for each i > 0.
The path is maximal if no constant-degree link enters X0 or leaves Xk. Maximal constant-degree suffix-link paths are called
constant-degree chains. Note that a constant-degree chain can contain only one node. In fact, each internal node without any
entering or leaving constant-degree suffix-links forms a single-node constant-degree chain.
It is immediate that themotifsXi for the nodes of the same chain are occurrence-equivalent.Moreover, different constant-
degree chains are not overlapping as a node of T (S)may have at most one entering constant-degree suffix-link. Hence the
constant-degree chains partition the internal nodes of T (S) into disjoint sets as each internal node belongs to exactly one
constant-degree chain.
The following simple observation holds true for all motifs.
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Lemma 1. Let P, Q , and P ′ be motifs such that P  Q  P ′. If P ∼o(S) P ′ then P ∼o(S) Q .
Relation  splits the occurrence-equivalence classes of substring motifs into subclasses that are in one-to-one
correspondence with constant-degree chains:
Lemma 2. Let P be a substringmotif of S. Then the node v(P) belongs to the constant-degree chain that starts from node v(>(P)).
Proof. As>(P) is-maximal, string>(P) corresponds to some node of T (S), i.e.,>(P) = v(>(P)). This node v(>(P)) has
no entering constant-degree suffix-link and therefore this node is the start node of its constant-degree chain. As P  >(P),
we may decompose>(P) as>(P) = RPR′ for some strings R and R′. Then the suffix-link path that starts from node v(>(P))
must include the node V such that V = PR′. In fact, V is the |R|th node on the path. Now, P  PR′  >(P) and>(P) ∼o(S) P .
Then by Lemma 1, P ∼o(S) PR′, and therefore v(P) = V . We have obtained that v(P) and v(>(P)) belong to the same suffix-
link path. But if this path is not constant-degree between v(>(P)) and v(P), then v(>(P)) and v(P) are not occurrence-
equivalent; hence P and>(P) are not occurrence-equivalent, contradicting our assumptions. 
The following corollary characterizes-maximal motifs. Another characterization was given as Theorem 7.12.2 of [8].
Corollary 1. A string Q is a -maximal substring motif of S if and only if Q = X for the start node X of some constant-degree
chain of T (S).
For example, the suffix-tree of stringABBBBChas no constant-degree suffix-links. Therefore all its constant-degree chains
have only one node, and by Corollary 1, the strings BBB, BB, and B given by the internal nodes are the-maximal motifs.
Theorem 6. Given a substring motif P, the unique -maximal substring motif >(P) and all -minimal substring motifs ⊥(P)
can be found in linear time O(|S|).
Proof. The algorithm first constructs T (S) and augments its each node X with numbers giving the degree (the number of
the leaves in the subtree of X) and the depth (length of X). Then traverse the suffix-link tree of T (S), bottom-up, and classify
the nodes into disjoint constant-degree chains. Then it follows from Lemma 2 that the -maximal substring motif>(P) is
>(P) = U , where U is the start node of the constant-degree chain of v(P). Still by Lemma 2, a -minimal substring motif
⊥(P) is the shortest string among strings of the form Va, where V is a node and a ∈ Σ a symbol such that v(Va) is a node
of the constant-degree chain of v(P). Such V and a can be found by traversing the constant-degree chain and comparing the
depths of the father nodes of the nodes in the chain. This would give the absolutely shortest motif among the motifs that
map onto the constant-degree chain of v(P) but not necessarily the shortest one among those that P contains. To find such
a shortest motif, consider only motifs that map onto the chain at node v(P) or after it. All these computations can obviously
be done on top of the linear-time construction of T (S), in total time O(|S|). 
In addition to Corollary 1, the -maximal motifs have the following illuminating characterization. Let xR denote the
reversal of any string x.
Corollary 2. A string Q is a -maximal substring motif of S if and only if Q = X for some internal node X of T (S) and Q R = Y
for some internal node Y of T (SR).
Proof. Only if: By Corollary 1, ifQ is-maximal, then v(Q ) is an internal node (as the start node of a constant-degree chain)
and Q = v(Q ) in tree T (S) and, by symmetry, v(Q R) is an internal node and Q R = v(Q R) in tree T (SR).
If: If Q 6= v(Q ) then Q  v(Q ). But as v(Q ) is longer than Q , Q can not be-maximal. The symmetric case is similar. 
All-maximal and-minimalmotifs of S can be identified in linear time; for themaximal case thiswas observed already
in [8]:
Theorem 7. The number of different-maximal and different-minimal substring motifs of S is less than |S|. These motifs can
be found in time O(|S|).
Proof. To find the motifs, use the algorithm of Theorem 6 to find the motifs>(P) and⊥(P) for each constant-degree chain
of T (S). If the minimal motif⊥(P) is not unique, find all of them, and associate each with the last edge of T (S) on the path
for⊥(P). Such an edge is internal, i.e., enters some internal node, and the association is one-to-one. Clearly, this takes time
O(|S|). The total number of-maximalmotifs is less than the number of internal nodes of T (S); hence≤|S|. The total number
of-minimal motifs is less than the number of internal edges of T (S); hence≤|S|. 
Note that the bound of Theorem 7 holds true for the number of the maximal and of the minimal substring motifs as
maximality implies-maximality and minimality implies-minimality.
The next representation theorem follows directly from the definitions.
Theorem 8. If B is a non-gapped block of a maximal gapped motif of S, then B is a -maximal substring motif of S. If B is a
non-gapped block of a minimal gapped motif of S, then B is a-minimal substring motif of S.
Proof. Immediate, by contradiction. 
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This leads to the following upper bound for the number of different gapped motifs with k non-gapped blocks. It is an
improvement on the trivial bound O(n2k) which can be obtained as the number of different subsequences of S that have k
blocks.
Corollary 3. The number of different maximal and different minimal gapped motifs of S that have k non-gapped blocks is less
than n2k−1.
Proof. By Theorem 7, there are<n-maximal and<n-minimal non-gapped motifs, and each of the k− 1 gaps between
the k blocks must have length<n. 
6. Conclusion
We have studied some variants of the problem of finding equivalent minimal and maximal motifs for a given motif
of a given string. In the gapped case, finding maximal representatives turned out to have low-degree polynomial-time
algorithms while finding minimal representatives is NP-complete. In the non-gapped case, our problems on-maximality
and-minimality are linear-time solvable using suffix-trees. The problems of finding length-maximal and length-minimal
representatives are left as a topic for further study.
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